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Shout out from Mrs. Sammarco 

We were very busy this week in room 1214. The week started off with special visitors for Veterans Day. I would like to take a second to thank Alana’s dad, Ella’s 
Grandpa and Logan’s Great Grandpa for not only coming into our classroom and teaching us about this special day, but also for serving and protecting out county. We 
appreciate you! We also appreciate all of the other veterans that are currently serving or have served our county. Thank you!  
 
In addition to learning about Veterans Day, the students took part in a Beauty and the Beast STEM activity in preparation for the field trip on Friday. They were 
challenged with the task of building a book stand for Belle. Check out the Homeroom App and the Instagram account for some fun pictures of their creations.  
 
Self-management is the next SEL focus for the school wide social emotional initiative. This week in class, the students learned how to identify the size of a problem, 
the appropriate reaction to the problem and how to calm down when feeling overwhelmed or emotional.  
 

Have a great weekend,  
Mrs. Sammarco 

 
 
 What we did in 1214 with week: 

 Language Arts:  
The Wall, was the second grade read aloud for our school wide Veterans Day celebration. After meeting our special veterans and saying a school 
wide pledge we read this story to learn more about different memorials ways to honor veterans. The students also wrote thank you letters and 
created cards that were sent to a VA hospital. The rest of the week was focused around Beauty and the Beast. After reading the story, the 
students were then presented with the task of building a bookstand for Belle. I was impressed by al l of their ideas and the student’s collaboration 
skills. On Friday, the students attended the Beauty and the Beast play at the Tivoli theater and had a great time.  
 
This week in writing, the students wrote an informative paragraph, preassessment. They were given a passage to read about Martin Luther King Jr, 
and were then encouraged to write a detailed paragraph using their knowledge from the narrative papers. From the preassessment, each student 
created a writing goal for their new informative piece. The class learned what an informative paper is and different topics are appropriate to 
write about. Each student then picked a person that they are interested in learning more about. Towards the end of the week, the class learned 
about research and how imperative it is to put information into their own words. This paper will continue into next week.  
 
Learned new word wall words and fundamental writing words and focused on identifying words with long o. (oa, ow, o_e)  
 
Friendly letter writing to star student (Ella) 
 
Math:  
This week’s math targets were:  

- I can estimate and measure various objects in cm and inches.  
- I can plot data that I measured on a line plot.  

- The students took a measuring assessment on Thursday to wrap up the unit. They all did a marvelous job at demonstrating their measuring 
techniques.  
 
Social Studies:  
In social studies this week, the students present their articles that they wrote in homework packets to help reinforce the importance of family 
history. I enjoyed hearing about their family members the different events that made an impact on their lives. Next week, the students will be 
learning about the first Americans, the journey on the Mayflower and the first Thanksgiving.  

Looking Ahead: 

November 22- Wildcat 
Chat at School  

November 25th-29th- 
Thanksgiving Break-     
No School  

December 11th-   
Board of Education 
Meeting at Lincoln  

December 17th- 
Holiday Program 

 


